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Responding in the peak procedure has long been utilized as a prototypical model of
timing behavior in animals (Church, 2002). Part and parcel to this approach has been the
assumption that peak intervals and peak rates are representative measures of two
independent constructs, timing and motivation respectively. However, recent
investigations into motivational influences and the biological underpinnings of timing
behavior have resulted in converging models that indicate responding in the peak
procedure may actually be a combination of motivational and timing factors (Kirkpatrick,
2014). In pursuit of this, the present study utilized two experimental manipulations to
examine the impact of pavlovian conditioned cues on timing and the role of fluoxetine in
mediating pavlovian cue effects. The results provided evidence for pavlovian to
instrumental transfer effects within the peak procedure and further outlined the role of
fluoxetine in impacting response processes.
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Introduction
With the rise of information theory and its integration into the field of psychology as well
as advances in neuroscience, there have been a host of calls to reconcile models of learning,
timing, and choice into a coherent framework (Kirkpatrick, 2014; Jensen et al. 2013; Galtress,
Marshall, & Kirkpatrick, 2012; Galisteel & Gibbon, 2000). Of critical importance to the success
of this endeavor will be finding common ground in integrating elements of timing models with
aspects of incentive motivation. In particular, neurocomputational approaches and behavioral
data have begun to outline similar neural structures and pathways that facilitate different
elements of responding that are related to anticipation of when to respond, the choice to respond,
and the vigor of the response. Given the power of incentive motivational approaches to describe
reward valuation processes (Berridge, 2000; Dayan& Balliene, 2002; Dickinson & Balliene,
2002) and the well documented impact of incentive cues on instrumental response rates (Holmes,
Marchand, & Coutureau, 2010; Balliene& Ostlund, 2007; ), it is clear that integration with
timing models that specify rate estimation processes and decision rules (Galistel & Gibbon,
2000) will result in better models of choice behavior.
Recent reports (Kirkpatrick, 2014; Galtress, Marshall, & Kirkpatrick, 2012; Balsam et al.,
2009) have indicated that motivational factors may alter timing processes within the peak
procedure, a behavioral task widely used to investigate temporal learning in animals. Of
particular interest, within these reports the motivational manipulations utilized all have been
demonstrated to impact aspects of incentive salience process, and as such incentive salience may
play a critical role in time estimation. As a means of elucidating the probable role of incentive
salience processes in peak interval timing behavior, an experiment with two manipulations was
conducted. In the first manipulation, a classically conditioned excitatory cue was presented
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during probe and fixed interval trials of a peak procedure task as a means of detecting a
pavlovian instrumental transfer effect mediated by incentive salience processes. Building off of
these results, the second manipulation sought to further tease apart the impact of the classically
conditioned cue on timing behavior by utilizing the drug fluoxetine which has been demonstrated
to alter motivational and motoric aspects of learned behavior.
The peak procedure
Ferster and Skinner (1957) provided one of the first extensive descriptions of interval
responding in an operant procedure. In examining the impact of fixed interval schedules, in
which the first response after the specified interval duration has elapsed is reinforced, Skinner
and Ferster noted a typified pattern of responding in which response rates steadily increased as
the time of reinforcement availability approached with a brief pause in responding after
reinforcement delivery which produces the now famous scallop shape pattern. Schneider (1969)
further analyzed fixed interval schedule patterns of responding in pigeons and noted that at about
half way through the elapsed interval pigeons began a burst of responding. Building off of this
work Catania (1970) developed the peak procedure in which reinforced FI trials are interspersed
with unreinforced probe trials in which the stimulus signaling the fixed interval remains on past
the normal duration in order to examine the timing behavior of animals.
Roberts (1981) provided one of the first extensive analyses of peak procedure responding
as a means of isolating an internal clock. In particular, Roberts replicated across five experiments
the now standard pattern of responding during peak trials (see figure 1) typified by a gradual
increase and decrease in responding following a Gaussian distribution with a mean around the
normal time of reinforcement during the fixed interval trial and spread that scales to the duration
being timed (Church, 2002; Church & Broadbent, 1990; Roberts, 1981). Furthermore in follow
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up examinations of factors influencing peak responding, Roberts (1981) provided evidence that
the peak rate, the point of highest responding, was representational of motivational influences as
prefeeding resulted in decreases in response rates; while the peak interval, the center of the
distribution of responses, was representative of timing properties, as introducing gaps by turning
off and then on the timed signal resulted in shifts in the peak interval. From these results Roberts
(1981) concluded that the two main factors of responding in the peak procedure, peak rate and
peak interval, were representative of independent constructs, potentially controlled by a clock
with a comparator process and a motivational drive component related to the probability of

Response Rate

reinforcement.

Time
Figure 1. Prototypical pattern of responding within the peak procedure. The dashed line
represents the normal time of reinforcement.
Following the framework of Church & Broadbent (1990) and Gibbon and Church (1984),
theoretical conceptualizations of responding in the peak procedure have typically utilized a
similar set of constructs to explain the pattern of consistent data (Sanbaria & Killeen, 2007;
Church, 2002). Principally, the typical response function is thought to be controlled by a
pacemaker that sends beats to an accumulator at a constant rate. With the eventual arrival of
reinforcement the beats collected by the accumulator are then stored in a memory bank from
which a comparator process samples the stored beat counts and compares it to the current
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accumulator value and according to a decision rule either initiates or terminates responding.
Lastly to account for the scalar timing properties observed, stochastic noise is specified to occur
either in the random sampling of the beat counts from the memory store or in the accumulation
of beats from the pacemaker.
Factors that impact responding in the peak procedure
In the time since Roberts (1981), an extensive body of research regarding the behavioral
factors involved in peak procedure responding has accrued. These results have provided insight
into how responding within the experimental task is impacted by trial factors, such as the ratio of
probe to fixed intervals, and motivational factors related to reward shifts and reward
devaluations.
Trial factors A variety of factors related to the structure of the peak procedure have been
demonstrated to impact performance within the task. With respect to the response function as a
whole Kaiser (2009, 2008) demonstrated that the ratio of peak trials to fixed interval trials
drastically impacted both the acquisition and spread of the response function in the peak
procedure, with lower ratios of peak trials to fixed interval trials producing the fastest acquisition
rates and smaller spreads of responses around the peak interval. In line with this effect, Matell &
Kurti (2014) demonstrated that altering the probability of reinforcement within a bi-peak task
resulted in shifts in responding according to the interval with the highest density of
reinforcement. If the ratio of peak trials to fixed interval trials is taken as a manipulation of
reinforcement densities around the timed interval, as reinforcement is only available during the
fixed interval trials; then the results of both Kaiser (2009, 2008) and Matell & Kurti (2014)
indicate that responding within the task is dependent upon a process that tracks the probability of
reinforcement in relation to the elapsed time in order to initiate and inhibit responding. Likewise
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examinations of peak response rates have been demonstrated to be impacted by a pattern of
switching from low to high to low states of activity that are altered by the probability of
reinforcement within the timed interval (Harris, 2015; Matell & Kurti, 2014; Swanton & Matell,
2011); thus further indicating that both the height and spread of the response function in the peak
procedure are impacted by a timing and probability density tracking process.
In addition to the ratio of probe to fixed interval trials and reinforcement densities, the
peak of responding within the peak procedure is also dependent upon external cue elements
related to the signaled interval. For example, inserting gaps into the timed interval by turning off
the timing signal produces shifts in the entire response function to the right in accordance to the
relative duration of the gap (Brown, Richer, & Doyere, 2007; Church, 2002; Roberts, 1981).
Furthermore, intruding signals in the form of compound stimuli signaling different interval
values (Matell & Kurti, 2014; Swanton & Matell, 2011) or associated with different schedule
contingencies (Aum, Brown, & Hemmes, 2007; Brown, Richer, & Doyere, 2006; Aum, Brown,
& Hemmes, 2004) produce shifts in the timing function that are neither additive nor
multiplicative. This later difference between gaps producing scalar differences in timing shifts
while intruding events produce non additive or multiplicative shifts indicates that the centering
of the response function is part of both timing clock components but also a response selection
decision component.
Motivational factors Contrary to Roberts (1981) initial conclusion that motivational factors do
not impact timing behavior a variety of studies have indicated that manipulations of motivational
states can impact the entire response function from response rates to the center and spread of the
function. Balci, Ludvig, & Brunner (2010) demonstrated that within the peak procedure as trial
sessions increased the response rate decreased and the spread of the response function began to
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flatten, thus indicating a potential effect of satiety. In line with this observation Kirkpatrick
(2014) and Galtress & Kirkpatrick (2009) demonstrated that prefeeding subjects before
experimental sessions resulted in rightward shifts in the response function and lowered response
rates. Furthermore, motivational shifts in the form of increased or decreased reward magnitudes
also produce shifts in the timing function and response rate, with shifts from low magnitudes to
high magnitudes producing leftward shifts and increased response rates (Kirkpatrick, 2014;
Galtress, Marshall, & Kirkpatrick, 2012; Galtress & Kirkpatrick, 2009; Ludvig et al., 2011;
Ludvig et al. 2007). Likewise, reinforcer devaluation with lithium chloride has also been
demonstrated to produce decreased response rates and right ward shifts in the timing function
(Kirkpatrick, 2014).
In light of these findings, it is clear that motivational manipulations do impact more than
just the response rate in the peak procedure. Furthermore when compared to the effects of trial
manipulations in the form of reinforcement densities or stimulus gaps, motivational shifts may
function to alter multiple components or processes that determine responding in the peak
procedure. For example, the produced rightward shifts in timing and decreased response rates in
studies of prefeeding (Kirkpatrick, 2014) and reward magnitude decreases could be
accomplished through altering the effect of reinforcement densities in the encoding of the
temporal interval or through changes in the inhibition threshold for initiating responses. Adding a
further level of complication, it is also possible that the motivational shifts may alter the clock
rate or perception of the elapsed time as indicated by the similarity of leftward shifts in the
timing function by reward magnitude increases (Kirkpatrick, 2014; Ludvig, 2007) and
administration of amphetamines (Hellbronner & Meck, 2014 ). However, to date no clear
evidence has been provided that can precisely account for how motivational shifts impact the
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response function or the underling mechanisms that motivation impacts (Kirkpatrick, 2014;
Galtress, Marshall, & Kirkpatrick, 2012; Balsam et al., 2009). As such, further research is
needed to elucidate the mechanisms by which motivational manipulations influence responding
in the peak procedure.
Incentive Salience and Pavlovian Instrumental Transfer
The theory of incentive salience provides one avenue of explanation that may provide
some insight into how motivational manipulations impact responding in the peak procedure. At
its heart, incentive salience theory states that unconditioned stimuli have natural hedonic
properties that interact in a reward valuation process with current deprivation levels of
homeostatic drives to produce an activated state of “wanting” (Berridge, 2000). Furthermore,
when an unconditioned stimulus is paired with a neutral stimulus the incentive value of the
unconditioned stimulus is transferred to the neutral stimulus such that presentations of the now
conditioned stimulus serves to activate both a cognitive representation of the unconditioned
stimulus, as well as seeking behavior for the unconditioned stimulus (Dickinson & Balliene,
2002; Berridge, 2000). When applied to instrumental tasks, the incentive salience account
predicts that the presentation of the conditioned stimulus will produce changes in instrumental
responding that is contingent on unconditioned stimulus attainment, a phenomena known as
Pavlovian to instrumental transfer or PIT (Holmes, Marchad, & Coutureau, 2010).
Diagrammatically, PIT can be represented as a pairing of a stimulus S with an
unconditioned stimulus S*, such that when the S is presented in the context of the instrumental
response R producing the outcome O, the rate of R is altered (Balliene & Ostlund, 2007).
Research into the nature of PIT has indicated that the phenomena can be divided into two types,
general and selective. In general PIT the conditioned stimulus is paired with an unconditioned
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stimulus that is not utilized as the reinforcer in the R-O contingency. In appetitive preparations,
this has the effect of increasing the rate of responding with CS presentations independent of the
produced outcomes (Holmes, Marchad, & Coutureau, 2010; Corbit & Balliene, 2005; Lovibond,
1989). However in selective PIT, in which the unconditioned stimulus also serves as the outcome
in the R-O contingency, presentations of the CS will only increase responding on the
instrumental response for the associated outcome. For example Colwill & Rescorla (1988)
demonstrated that when subjects are trained on different R-O contingencies, PIT will only occur
for the R when the US is the same as the O in the R-O contingency, a finding that has been well
replicated in the literature (Delamater & Holland, 2007; Holland, 2004; Rescorla, 1997; Colwill
& Motzkin, 1994).
Theories of PIT differ in the exact means by which the noted transfer effects on
instrumental responding are accomplished while all generally relying on some form of the
incentive salience process. Early theories of PIT (Estes, 1943; Rescorla & Solomone, 1967),
argued for a general motivating role of the conditioned stimulus in increasing instrumental
responding, however this account fell out of favor due to its in ability to specify why selective
PIT should occur. In response to this Baliene & Ostlund (2007), argued for a two process
account of PIT in which the similar S-O relation functions to prime the O-R relation which
results in performance of the R-O contingent behavior. Thus, in situations where the O is the
same stimulus in the R-O contingency the relation of the S-O simply elevates the responding of
the organism to the R-O contingency. However when different outcomes, O1 and O2, are made
contingent on different responses, R1-O1 and R2-O2, pairings of S-O1 will selectively elevate
responding to the R1-O1 contingency due to the S having taken on the incentive values of the O1
and thus producing an expectancy of O1 which prompts the seeking behavior of initiating the
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response contingency R1-O1. As such, the S-O relation mediated by incentive salience processes
plays a critical role in the control of instrumental responding.
Incentive motivational processes in the peak procedure
Viewed within the peak procedure, the reported motivational manipulations on the
response function can be analyzed as variations of incentive salience motivational processes and
provide evidence for potential PIT effects by intruding cues. For example during initial training
trials in peak procedure experiments, the subjects are trained to perform the instrumental action
of lever pressing in the presence of a stimulus, typically a house light or tone, that will later serve
as the timing cue for the fixed interval duration. As such, the presence of the timing stimulus
comes to signal the availability of the unconditioned stimulus reward (S-O) as well as the
response outcome (R-O) contingency. Within the framework of incentive motivation, the
presentation of the time cue (S) can be conceptualized as priming the subject to respond to the
instrumental response via activation of the seeking pathways. In situations where the drive state
of the organism is altered, via prefeeding or deprivation, the produced changes in the response
function within the task are the resultant of the drive state interacting with the hedonic value of
the timing stimulus which has taken on the incentive properties of the unconditioned stimulus.
Thus in studies of prefeeding or reinforcer devaluation with lithium chloride (Kirkpatrick, 2014),
the arousing properties of the timing stimulus are decreased which results in a decrease in the
amount of responding and lessens the impact of the timing stimulus in controlling behavior. In a
similar manner, reinforcer magnitude shifts serve to increase the saliency of the timing stimulus
and produce increases in response rates as well as shifts in the response function through
anticipatory responding produce by the same drive state incentive value interaction.
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Stated plainly, an incentive salience account of motivational influences in peak procedure
responding argues that any manipulation that changes the strength of the S-O relation will result
in alterations in responsiveness to the R-O contingency, and as such produce changes in the
temporal control of behavior. Furthermore, if it is the S-O relation that prompts responding to the
R-O contingency in the timing tasks then two facts follow: 1) the temporal information is
encoded as part of the S-O relation, and 2) when presented with multiple S-O relations
responding should be biased towards the pair with the most incentive value. Given this
conceptualization, motivational impacts likely exert their effects through incentive salience
valuation processes that guide anticipatory response processes related to the S-O priming of the
R-O contingency.
Interestingly, no direct test of the above account has been conducted. Perhaps the closest
lines of evidence are data from Brown, Richer, and Doyere (2007) that demonstrated rightward
shifts in peak responding and decreased rates of responding with presentations of inhibitory
conditioned stimulus that was paired with a foot shock, and temporal integration results from
Lessing, Sawa, & Blaisdell (2007) that demonstrated alterations in peak responding according to
the timing of unconditioned stimulus presentations. In particular Lessing, Sawa, & Blaisdell
(2007) provided evidence that when a short conditioned stimulus A was embedded into a second
longer conditioned stimulus B, and food presentation was set to occur at the end of A, rats
produced peaks of responding to the stimulus B in accordance to the time when stimulus A
would normally occur, thus implying a temporal encoding within the S-O relation.
Drawing from these results, in a peak procedure task in which two stimuli are presented,
a time cue stimulus A and a conditioned excitatory cue stimulus B that has been paired with a
larger amount of reward than normally available, the presentation of A should produce one level
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of anticipatory responding which produces the usual response function. However in compound
presentations of A and B, the addition of B should serve to: one increase the anticipatory
responding on the instrumental component of the task through incentive motivational processes
related to PIT, and two shift the time function to center around the point at which reinforcement
would be normally obtained after presentation of stimulus B. However, it is not entirely clear
behaviorally whether these two effects can be conceptualized under changes to reward density
tracking processes or response selection and initiation processes, or some combination of both
which an analysis of serotonergic pathways may help differentiate between.
Role of Serotonin
The monoamine serotonin has been implicated as playing a role in the mediation of
impulsivity (Crockett et al., 2010), response inhibition (Carli & Sammin, 2000; Soubrie, 1986),
and reward sensitivity (Nonkes, van de Vandervoort, & Homber, 2014; Homberg, 2012).
However, isolating the exact role of serotonergic pathways within the above domains has proven
to be elusive with depletions and elevations of serotonergic levels often providing opposing
results (Homberg, 2012). Behaviorally, serotonergic manipulations produce impacts on both
reward valuation processes as well as motor inhibition processes which may underlie the wide
variety of reported effects (Cools, Nakamura, & Daw, 2011). With respect to the neural systems
involved in these processes, serotonin’s influence is likely through action on dopaminergic
activity within the Substantia Nigra and Ventral Tegmental area (Dalley & Roisser, 2012;
Winstanely et al., 2006), structures that have all been implicated in mediating reward valuation
processes related to incentive salience (Eisenreich & Szalda-Petree, 2015; Berridge, 2000;
Ciccopio, 1998) as well as aspects of timing behavior (Kirkpatrick, 2014; Galtress, Marshall &
Kirkpatrick, 2012). As such serotonin pathways represent a prime candidate for exploring
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possible neural circuits that underpin motivational influences in timing behavior and their
impacts on different computational processes.
Serotonin in time based tasks
When to respond is a question that features prominently in delay discounting tasks and
the peak procedure. Traditional conceptualizations of delay discounting argue that when to
respond is a function of the reward magnitude and the delay to the reward, such that a short
immediate reward can have a higher subjective value than a larger reward that is greatly delayed
(Mazur, 2001). Thus, delay discounting tasks principally examine the sensitivity of subjects to
relative delays of reinforcement. Likewise, the peak procedure is primarily concerned in
examining the relative expectation of when the trained reward is perceived to occur, such that the
greatest amount of responding centers about the typical time of reinforcement. As such,
manipulations of neurotransmitters within both tasks provide insight into how temporal
information is utilized in deciding when to respond.
Delay Discounting

Studies examining serotonin’s impact on rates of impulsivity within delay

discounting tasks have revealed a general trend of across species of lower levels of serotonin
being associated with higher levels of impulsivity (Homberg, 2012; Crockett et al, 2010;
Soubrie, 1986). In addition to this, increases of serotonin levels utilizing SSRI’s, such as
fluoxetine, produce decreases in the rate of impulsivity (Denk et al., 2005; Winstanely et al.,
2004), and tonic firing rates of serotonergic raphe nuclei have been demonstrated to correspond
with the delay to the reward (Miyazaki et al., 2011). Furthermore, the serotonin 1a and 2a/c
receptors has been associated with increased rates of impulsivity after agonist administration
(Homberg, 2012), however lesion studies of the nucleus acumbens shell have been demonstrated
to block these effects (Winstanely et al., 2005). As such, the apparent role of serotonin function
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within delay discounting appears to be in modulating the relative sensitivity of the subject to
time delays and likely involves action through dopamine pathways.
Peak Procedure

Within the peak procedure serotonergic manipulations have been

demonstrated to exert mixed effects upon the timing components of the task. Morissey et al.
(1994) demonstrated that lesions of the serotonin system produced increased spread in the
response function and altered the response rate, while the peak interval remained the same, thus
indicating intact timing in subjects. Likewise, up regulation of the serotonin system with the
SSRI fluoxetine has been demonstrated to reduce the rate of responding while leaving the spread
and peak interval of responding unimpaired (Heilbroner & Meck, 2014; Ho et al., 2002; Ho et
al., 1996). In conjunction with this trend, Heilbroner & Meck (2014) also demonstrated that
when given a deflection lever that produced an immediate reward within a bi-peak procedure
containing a small peak and a large peak, fluoxetine reduced impulsive responding on the
deflection lever. However, administrations of serotonin 1a agonists have been demonstrated to
shift the response function to the left of baseline similar to the effects of amphetamines (Asgari
et al., 2005). Thus, as with delay discounting tasks the serotonergic system appears to influence
the sensitivity of subjects to temporal durations.
Serotoninergic function: an arousal activation account
In synthesizing the findings of serotoninergic manipulations in the peak procedure and
delay discounting tasks a few trends become apparent: 1) serotonin 1a receptors do play a role in
timing behavior processes 2) serotonin does appear to impact elements of reward valuation
processes when time is a factor, 2) serotonin may have a role in response inhibition for engaging
in impulsive responding, and 3) serotonin effects in delay discounting and potentially the peak
procedure are mediated by dopamine pathways. Based on these facts, serotonergic function
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likely serves as an arousal activation pathway that serves to either impact incentive motivational
processes through attentional processes, as has been proposed by (Eisenreich & Szalda-Petree
(2015) and Homberg (2012) or through motor inhibition pathways.
Evidence for the arousal attentional-activation account is provided by reports indicating
that SSRIs block the acquisition of conditioned escape responses (Nelson et al, 1997; Beulig and
Fowler, 2009), appetitive stimulus discriminations (Eisenreich & Szalda-Petree, 2015), and
reward reinforced lever pressing (Frick et al., 2014). Applied within the incentive salience
framework, the reduction in responding to reinforcement and the blocking of stimulus
discriminations can be conceptualized as a disruption in the incentive transfer from the
unconditioned stimulus to the conditioned stimulus, thus reducing the control of the stimulus on
behavior. However, the reduction in impulsivity reported in delay discounting tasks (Winstanely
et al., 2004) and the failure of SERT knockout to block pavlovian incentive transfer in mice
(Nonkes, van de Vondervoort, & Homberg, 2014), provides evidence that serotonin pathways
may also modulate motor inhibition pathways. Conceptually, an increase in motor inhibition
would result in lessoned responding and could masquerade as an incentive transfer effect, thus a
task in which attentional and motor performance processes can be disassociated will aid in the
evaluation of these two hypothesizes.
Rationale
Converging evidence has indicated that: 1) motivational processes may impact timing
behavior, and 2) these processes may be controlled by serotonin pathways. Furthermore,
serotonin pathways have been implicated in modulating aspects of motivated responding and
timing through potential attentional and motor inhibition effects. In order to examine the impact
of motivational processes within timing behavior and the role of serotonin an experiment was
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conducted using two successive manipulations. The first manipulation consisted of a behavioral
manipulation utilizing a modified version of the peak procedure that included the introduction of
a classically conditioned incentive cue. Drawing from the literature on pavlovian to instrumental
transfer, the peak procedure was modified to include both cued FI and probe trials in addition to
the standard un-cued trials. If incentive processes served to influence responding within the
timing task, then response rates should be elevated during cued trials in accordance with
pavlovian to instrumental transfer effects as well as exhibiting shifts in the centering of the
response function in accordance to the duration of the conditioned cue.
Building off of the pattern of data from the behavioral manipulation, a pharmacological
manipulation consisting of an IP injection of fluoxetine was conducted to assess the role of
fluoxetine in mediating the impact of the conditioned cue on response rates and timing behavior.
Critically if fluoxetine served to alter pavlovian incentive transfer through attentional processes,
then both timing functions and response rates should be equal between cued and un-cued trials.
However if fluoxetine functions through motor inhibition pathways, then an overall reduction in
response rates to both cue and un-cued trials should occur with no change in the effect of the cue
on timing behavior.

Methods
Subjects
Eight male experimentally naïve Sprague dawley rats were housed in pairs inside
standard rat cages containing wood chip bedding and a wood block. Subjects were kept on a 12
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L:D cycle and given free access to water, as well as being restricted to 85% of their free feeding
weight. Subjects were labeled by placing marks their tails to indicate their assigned research ID.
Apparatus and Materials
Operant Chambers

All training occurred in an operant chamber (28 cm X 22 cm X 27

cm, LxWxH) housed inside a sound attenuating box. The operant chambers contained a pellet
dispenser hooked up to a food hopper, a lever press located 8 cm to the right of the food hopper,
a stimulus light located 9 cm above the food hopper, and a fan to produce a constant masking
background noise.
Drug Protocol

Fluoxetine HCL was obtained from TCI America. Dosages were

selected based upon previous research demonstrating no impact on the timing of interval
responses but a clear reduction in response rates in a peak procedure (Cordes et al., 2008;
Hellbroner & Meck, 2014). The dosage used was 5 mg/Kg delivered in saline vehicle at 2 mL/
Kg via an intraperitoneal (IP) injection. Sham injections of the saline solution, 2 mL/ Kg, were
also administered on non-drug test days. Administration of the sham or drug injections occurred
on the following schedule, 1 day of IP injections followed by a two day period. Following this
schedule all subjects received 3 sham injections followed by 3 injections of fluoxetine.
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Experimental Procedures
Pavlovian
Conditioning
and Interval
Schedule
Training

Peak
Procedure
Training

Modified
Peak
Procedure

Modified
Peak
Procedure
(Extinction)

Modified
Peak
Procedure
Saline
Baseline

Modified
Peak
Procedure
Fluoxetine

12 Sessions

15 Sessions

7 Sessions

3 sessions

3 Sessions

3 Sessions

Figure 2. Diagram of experimental time course across experimental manipulations. Light
gray shading denotes the behavioral manipulations while dark gray denotes pharmacological
manipulations.
Pavlovian conditioning

In order to create an incentive motivational cue, rats were

classically conditioned to a tone food association. Classical conditioning training occurred
within the operant chamber and consisted of a 15 s presentation of a 440 Hz tone followed
immediately by access to 3 45 mg sugar pellets. Classical conditioning training occurred daily
for five trials before fixed interval training trials begin with 5 intermittent days of retraining trials
occurring randomly throughout fixed interval and peak procedure training. In total all subjects
received a total of 50 15s tone and sugar pellet pairings.
Fixed Interval Training

Fixed interval training consisted of training the rats to lever

press for 45 mg sugar pellets on a CRF schedule for 3 days and then transitioning to a VI 30
schedule for 4 days. After consistent responding was established on the VI 30 schedule on day 4,
rats were then trained on an FI 30 schedule for 5 days. Trials within the three schedules
consisted of the insertion of the lever and the illumination of the stimulus light. During the CRF
schedule trials the light was turned off and the lever retracted after each lever press for each of
the 60 trials. For VI 30 and FI 30 trials the light was turned off and the lever retracted on the first
response after the scheduled interval had elapsed.
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Training on the peak procedure occurred over the course of 19

days and consisted of 60 trials each day, of which 10 were probe trials. Fixed interval trials
consisted of the stimulus light illuminating for 30 s and the lever being inserted into the chamber.
On all fixed interval trials the first lever press after the 30 s interval resulted in a 45 mg sugar
pellet and the retraction of the lever. Probe trials consisted of the illumination of the light for 90s
and the insertion of the lever. On probe trials the light remained illuminated and the lever
available until the 90s interval had elapsed at which point the lever was retracted and the light
turned off. During probe trials no reinforcement was given.
Modified Peak Procedure with Incentive Cues

After establishing a steady state of

responding to the peak procedure, the pavlovian incentive cue in the form of the 15 s
presentation of a 440 hz tone was introduced into half of the probe trials and 5 of the standard
fixed interval trials, thus producing the modified peak procedure. The onset of the tone occurred
at the beginning of the trial with the illumination of the light and insertion of the lever. This
schedule created a total of 10 probe trials (5 cued, 5 un-cued) with no reinforcement being given,
imbedded within 50 FI 30 trials (5 cued, and 45 un-cued) in which reinforcers were delivered.
During both the fixed and probe trials the rate of responding as well as the elapsed time was
recorded on a computer.
Modified Peak Procedure with Incentive Cues under extinction

After 7 days of initial

testing under the modified peak procedure, it was noted that there was no apparent effect of the
classically conditioned incentive cue on response rates and the timing function of rats, indicating
a failure of producing pavlovian to instrumental transfer. Previous reports in the literature
(Cartoni et al., 2015, Cartoni et al., 2013; Dickinson et al., 2000) have noted that pavlovian to
instrumental transfer is strongest when tested under extinction. Thus in order to amplify any
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effect the conditioned incentive cue may be having on response rates and timing functions, the
modified peak procedure was placed under extinction, that is no sugar pellets were delivered
during the 60 trials, and a new schedule of test days and recovery days was implemented. In
particular, subjects were placed on a schedule of one test day followed by two recovery days.
Furthermore, in order to ensure an adequate number of response trials the ratio of probe and fi
schedules was changed to the following: 22 probe trials (11 cued, 11 un-cued), and 38 fixed
interval trials (8 cued, 30 un-cued). Following this procedure data was collected across 3 test
sessions.
Impact of Fluoxetine on Incentive cues in the modified peak procedure

Following the

completion of 3 test sessions under the modified peak procedure on an extinction schedule,
subjects were then injected with a 2ml/kg saline vehicle 1 hour before beginning testing on the
same modified peak procedure task previously described. Injections followed the same testing
schedule utilized above, that is 1 injection/test session followed by a two day rest/recovery
sessions. After the completion of 3 test sessions, subjects were then injected with a 5mg/kg dose
of fluoxetine delivered in the 2ml/kg saline vehicle and data was once again collected for 3 test
sessions spaced apart by 2 day recovery sessions.
Analysis
In order to analyze alterations in peak interval timing and peak rates, responses were
collapsed into 3 s bins and averaged across cued and un-cued peak trials for either the last 3 days
of testing (initial modified peak procedure sessions) or the three test sessions under extinction
and within the pharmacological manipulations. Due to the change in total number of peak trials
with the introduction of the extinction schedule, the average rate of response per 3s bin was
adjusted for the total number of trials, thus producing an average rate of response per 3s bin per
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trial. Following the standard practice, peak time and peak rates were determined by fitting an
estimated function to the data using the equation provided by Buhusi, Perra, and Meck (2005).
This produced three main response factors which were analyzed using a multiple repeated
measures ANOVA: peak rates, peak times, and 3s response bins.
Analysis 1 Effect of Extinction Ruling out a potential confound

Due to the use of

extinction and the possibility of response rates decreasing as a function of increasing exposure to
extinction test sessions obscuring changes due to fluoxetine injections within the
pharmacological manipulation, a preliminary analysis of both response rates and times was
conducted using a 4 x 2 multiple repeated measures ANOVA. In particular the two main
repeated factors were entered as follows: the effect of experimental manipulations was broken
into four blocks (block 1= under reinforcement, block 2= under extinction, block 3= saline
injections, and block 4= fluoxetine injections), and trial type (cued or un-cued). If exposure to
extinction had any effect on response rates or timing then there should be a significant main
effect of experimental manipulations. Furthermore, when broken down via simple contrasts an
effect of extinction would manifest as a continuous decrease in responding across the four
experimental blocks (Block 1> Block 2>Bock 3> Block 4).
Analysis 2 Impact of Experimental Manipulations and Incentive cues on Peak times and
Rates Stemming from the analysis above the peak times and peak rates were also analyzed
using the same 4x2 multiple repeated measures ANOVA, with particular interest paid to the
main effects of the factors trial type and experimental manipulation, as well as the interaction
between experimental manipulations and the trial type. Of particular note was whether the
following pattern would hold for either peak times or peak rates for the main effect of
experimental manipulations (Block 1 =/= Block 2, Block 2 = Block 3, Block 3 =/= Block 4) and
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trial type (Cued =/= Un-cued), in addition to an interaction effect between trial types across
Blocks 1 and 2, as well as Blocks 3 and 4.
Analysis 3 Impact of Experimental Manipulations and Incentive Cues on 3s Bins In
addition to the analysis of peak times and rates, a final analysis was conducted on the change in
response rates across the 3s bins by extending the above 4x2 multiple repeated measures
ANOVA into a 4x2x30 multiple repeated measures ANOVA with the addition of the 3s bin
factor with 30 levels. The particular aim of this analysis was to assess whether the spread of
responding changed across experimental manipulations (an experimental manipulation x bin
interaction) or across trial types and experimental manipulations (a trial type x experimental
manipulation x bin interaction), either of which would indicate a change in the response rule for
starting and stopping responses.
Analysis 4 Graphical Analysis of Cued and Un-cued FI trials

In addition to the

standard analyses performed in peak interval timing experiments, a graphical analysis was also
conducted on the standard FI 30 trials from each portion of the four experimental blocks. The
main thrust of this analysis was to further elucidate the impact of the conditioned incentive cues
on response rates and as a secondary check on the presence or absence of pavlovian to
instrumental transfer effects. In order to conduct this analysis response rates on both cued and
un-cued FI 30 trials were average across the three experimental sessions and then adjusted for
the total number of FI trial types that occurred during each session. This produced an average
response rate per second within a single trial for each of the eight subjects. These were then
averaged together to produce a group response rate per second per trial which was then plotted
on a cumulative response graph for the two trial types for each of the four experimental blocks.
Results
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Training on the FI30 schedule produced a relatively high and stable

pattern of responding on the lever, per session M= 1432, SD= 74. Furthermore, initial training
on the peak interval procedure produced a stable response function with an average peak interval
of 30s, M= 30.1 SD= 2.87, and a peak rate of 39 lever presses, M= 38.91 SD= 5.34.
Effect of Extinction The analysis of peak times using the 4x2 multiple repeated measures
ANOVA described above revealed no significant main effects for the factor of experimental
manipulations or type, as well as no significant interactions. Contrarily, the analysis of peak rates
using the 4x2 multiple repeated measures ANOVA did reveal a significant main effect for the
factor of experiment, F(3,21) = 31.9891, p< .001, 𝜔2 = .757. A post hoc analysis using a
Bonferoni test revealed the following pattern of significant differences between peak rates: Block
1> Block 2, Block 2 = Block 3, Block 3 > Block 4. Applied to the experimental procedure, these
results indicate that the extinction procedure did reduce rates however the reduction in rates was
relatively stable and potentially discernible from the impact of fluoxetine between Blocks 3 and
4.
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Figure 3. Average peak times and peak rates across the experimental manipulations, blue
bars are for un-cued trials and red bars are for cued trials. Error bars are the standard error of the
mean.

Impact of Incentive Cues and Fluoxetine
Peak Times An analysis of peak times using a 4x2 multiple repeated measures ANOVA
revealed no significant interactions, or significant main effects for the factors of experimental
manipulation and trial type for the dependent measure of peak times; thus indicating no effect of
the incentive cues (Cued = Uncued), extinction (Block 1= Block 2 =Block 3) or of fluoxetine
(Block 3= Block 4) on the peak timing of subjects.
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An analysis of peak rates revealed a significant interaction between experimental

manipulations and trial types, F(3,21)= 15.568, p = .019, 𝜔2 = .001, as well as a significant main
effect for the factor of experimental manipulations, F(3,21) = 31.9891, p< .001, 𝜔2 = .757. A
follow up planed comparison conducted on the interaction effect revealed a significant difference
between Block 2 and Block 3 for the two trial types, F(1,7)= 6.386, p = .039, 𝜔2 = .064, thus
indicating PIT of increased response rates for cued trials. As stated above a post hoc analysis of
the main effect for experimental manipulations revealed significant groupings between Block 1
and 2, F(1,7) = 21.749, p= .002, 𝜔2 = .32, and Block 3 and 4, F(1,7) = 7.857, p= .026, 𝜔2 =
.069. Applied to the impact of fluoxetine, the disappearance of the significant interaction effect
from Block 3 to 4 as well as the decrease in overall response rates indicates that fluoxetine did
alter responding between cued and un-cued trials, however this effect may be an artifact of a
floor effect (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Change in response functions from saline injections (black lines) to fluoxetine
injections (gray lines) for cued and un-cued trials.
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Impact of Experimental manipulations and Incentive cues on 3 Bins

Similar to the

previous analyses, the 4x2x30 multiple repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant
interactions between the factor of experimental manipulation and trial type, F(3,21) = 3.285, p =
.041, 𝜔2 = .007, as well as a significant interaction between the factors of experimental
manipulation and bins, F(87, 609) = 10.545, p< .001, 𝜔2 = .131. In addition to these interactions
significant main effects were found for the factors experimental manipulations, F(3, 21) =
31.088, p< .001, 𝜔2 = .307, and bin, F(29, 203) = 28.366, p < .001, 𝜔2 = .226. Overall the
significant interaction between experimental manipulation and trial type as well as the main
effect of experimental manipulations, provide further support for the role of incentive cues in
increasing response rates and fluoxetine in reducing the overall pattern of responding noted in
the previous analysis of peak rates. However the experimental manipulation by bin interaction is
unique from the overall decrease in response rates and may provide insight into how fluoxetine
and extinction may be altering response processes.
In order to assess the experimental manipulation by bin interaction the average response
rates within each experimental block for each bin were divided by the maximal average rate of
responses for that block. This produced 30 bins corresponding to the proportion of maximal
response within each experimental block. From this changes in start and stop times
corresponding to the shift from low to high states of responding were determined by looking at
the corresponding bin in which the proportion of maximal response was greater than 50 %.
Doing so indicated a relatively stable pattern of start and stop times across experimental blocks
1-3, but a distinct spread between start and stop times within block 4, thus indicating that
fluoxetine not only decreased overall response rates but also impacted the response function for
initiating and inhibiting lever pressing as can be seen in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Cumulative proportion of average trial responding within peak trials for all
eight subjects across the four experimental manipulations.
Assessment of PIT in Cued and Un-cued FI 30 trials

Using the procedure described

above four graphs were produced showing the cumulative rate of response for the entire group of
eight subjects over the 30 second interval. For the first experimental block in which
reinforcement was available after the 30 second interval had elapsed, the conditioned incentive
cue produced no discernible change in the overall responses rates of rats. However when placed
under extinction (Blocks 2 and 3), the conditioned incentive cue produced a clear increase in
responding. Interestingly, with the addition of fluoxetine in Block 4 the effect of the conditioned
cue was abolished (figure 6 A-D).
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Figure 6. Average cumulative responses per trial for cued (dotted line) and un-cued (solid
line) FI 30 trials.
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Figure 7. Group response rates for peak trials across the four experimental conditions.
Dotted lines are for cued trials, solid lines are for un-cued trials.

Discussion
Behavioral effects of incentive cues
Stemming from growing interest in the role of motivational factors on timing behavior
and a growing body of evidence suggesting that motivational cues may produce shifts in timing
within the peak procedure, the present study sought to directly assess whether classically
conditioned incentive cues would produce alterations in responding on the peak interval
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procedure. Of particular interest was whether the pavlovian to instrumental transfer (PIT) effect
could be produced within a peak procedure task and how this transfer effect would alter interval
timing. With respect to the former question, initial attempts at inducing a PIT effect under a
condition of reinforcement failed to produce any distinguishable differentiation between cued
and un-cued FI and Peak trials (Figure. 6a and Figure. 7a). However when tested under
extinction, differentiation between cued and un-cued FI and Peak trials emerged with a general
increase in responding during cued trials (Figure. 6b-c and Figure 7b-c).
Functionally, it was proposed that responding in the peak procedure could be diagramed
in a similar manner to Ballenine and Ostlund (2007) conceptualization of pavlovian to
instrumental transfer. Specifically, it was stated that initial instrumental training in the peak
procedure produced a stimulus outcome (S-O) and a response outcome pairing (R-O) such that
with the introduction of the temporal contingency the presentation of the stimulus S served to
guided responding on the R-O association due to an encoding of the temporal requirement
between the S-O interval. Building on this model, it was further theorized that the incentive
transfer that occurs between S-O pairings could influence the temporal aspects of a learned S-O
interval, and as such the introduction of a new stimulus (S1) paired with an outcome carrying
more incentive value (O1) would serve to shift responding on the trained O-R, R-O contingency.
With respect to proposed functional account of peak procedure performance, the results
of the behavioral manipulation when tested under extinction fit partially with this model. Overall
the produced PIT effect did not impact any timing aspect of responding within the task, but did
increase peak rates with the introduction of the conditioned incentive cue. While this is contrary
to the initial predictions of a leftward shift in peak times due to the higher incentive value S-O
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interval guiding R-O responding, it is in line with an increase in responding to the R-O. However
it should be noted that the failure of a temporal shift could have been due to two possible factors.
First, when analyzing responding on the FI 30 trials, it appears that the point of
differentiation between the cued rate of response and the un-cued rate of response has its origin
just after 15s, which corresponds to the end of the conditioned incentive cue presentation. This
point also corresponds with the typical transition point into a high state of responding identified
by Schneider (1969) as occurring halfway into the timed interval. Thus one possible explanation
for the increase in peak rates without the corresponding leftward shift in peak times, is that the
cued duration chosen was too long to produce a noticeable anticipatory shift in responding when
compared to un-cued trials.
A second explanation for the overall failure to shift peak times and the conserved nature
of the timing functions produced, is that the training on the two S-O intervals was not equivalent
and thus the S-O interval for the conditioned cued was insufficient to alter temporal responding.
Kaiser (2008) provides some support for this interpretation as he found that the overall ratio of
peak trials to FI trials impacts the acquisition of temporal responding. Of particular note, Kaiser
demonstrated that with lower ratios of peak trials, in which no reinforcement is available, to FI
trials, when reinforcement is available, animals demonstrate both higher rates of responding and
improved temporal control. With respect to the functional account, the lower peak to FI ratio is
equivalent to having more S-O pairings and thus a stronger encoding of the S-O interval and
incentive transfer between the stimulus and outcome, hence greater responding. Within the
present experiment, subjects were given many more S-O pairings with the 30s interval than with
the 15s interval, thus the addition of the conditioned cue for the 15s interval simply functioned as
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a further activating prime for the O-R R-O relationships thereby increasing responding while
leaving the centering of responding around the more thoroughly encoded S-O 30s interval.
In further support for this second explanation are findings from Swanton & Matell (2011)
and Matell & Kurti (2014) that demonstrated when two stimuli trained with different S-O
intervals and reinforcement probabilities in a peak procedure were presented simultaneously
responding tended to center around the interval with the higher history of reinforcement.
Likewise the findings of Lessing, Sawa & Blaisdell (2007) of responding centering around the
reinforced short interval stimulus A as opposed to the long unreinforced interval stimulus B in
AB compound presentations, as well as the work by Brown, Richer, & Doyere (2006) of
rightward shifts in peak time that correspond to the length of a stimulus presentation paired with
shock further support the notion of the amount of S-O interval pairings driving the temporal
learning.
Placed within the literature the above account and the data from the behavioral
manipulation fit well with a model of incentive salience effects put forth by Cartoni et al. (2013)
and Cartoni et al. (2015). In analyzing the data on pavlovian to instrumental transfer, Cartoni et
al. (2013) argued that pavlovian incentive cues serve three general purposes within instrumental
tasks depending on the type of PIT relationship utilized. In preparations of general PIT the
pavlovian stimulus functions as a motivational “utility” signal that engaging in the trained R-O
contingency will result in the delivery of a reward, while preparations involving specific PIT the
pavlovian stimulus functions as an “efficacy” signal that increases the subjective estimate of
actual reward probability. Lastly in studies utilizing inhibitory PIT, the pavlovian stimulus
functions as a “Context” signal that the R-O contingency is unavailable. With respect to specific
PIT, Cartoni et al. (2015) further argued that the use of extinction increases the uncertainty of
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reward delivery and thus amplifies the effect of the pavlovian stimulus that has been paired with
the omitted reward in activating the O-R R-O contingent relationships.
Applied within the modified peak procedure, the failure of the incentive cue to induce
PIT until the implementation of extinction can be conceptualized as a type of over training of the
S-O relationship in FI30 trials. Extended further, this same over training of the 30s temporal S-O
relationship may have also prevented the 15s S-O relationship from establishing temporal
control. As such, the current data provide evidence for a role of incentive cues in governing
overall response rates within time based tasks. However more exploration of the relationship
between the number of temporal pairings of the S-O relationships, in addition to conditions of
reinforcement vs. extinction are needed to further address how incentive processes may alter
timing behavior.
Impact of Fluoxetine on incentive cues and timing behavior
Following up on a growing body of evidence suggesting potential motivational and
motoric impacts on responding in instrumental tasks by the SSRI fluoxetine (Eisenreich &
Szalda-Petree, 2015; Frick et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2007), the pharmacological manipulation
sought to tease apart motivating attentional aspects from motor response aspects of responding to
incentive cues in the peak procedure using a 5mg/kg dose of Fluoxetine. Of note, was whether
fluoxetine would alter the impact the conditioned cue on response rates and temporal responding
in line with a reduction in motivation or simply reduce overall response rates to both cued and
un-cued trials in line with motor inhibition.
Overall the results indicate that fluoxetine served to reduce response rates in all portions
of the experimental task. Within FI30 and Peak trials, fluoxetine abolished any apparent increase
in responding by introduction of the conditioned cue. Furthermore, while the analysis of peak
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times and response functions revealed that fluoxetine had no significant effect on peak times, it
did produce a significant spread in the typical break run break patterns (Figure 5).
Applied to the original hypothesis, the overall pattern of decreased responding to both
cue and un-cued trials, while temporal aspects of the response pattern remained unchanged is in
line with a motor inhibition explanation. For one if fluoxetine were to act solely on motivational
attentional pathway, relative rates of responding in cued trials would be expected to drop due to a
blocking of the PIT effect while responding on un-cued trials should remain stable, contrary to
the results of experiment two. Secondly, the increased spread in peak trial responding produced
by fluoxetine while the overall timing function remained similar to baseline is indicative of a
disruption in the normal break run break pattern, likely due to the suppression of overall response
rates. Thus, it is likely that within the functional model of peak procedure responding fluoxetine
functions to reduce responding to the R-O relation not due to an effect on the subjective value of
the O or relating motivational processes, but through inhibition of coordinated responding.
In support of this, are a variety of studies that have demonstrated increased motor activity
with depletion of serotonin levels (Winstanely et al., 2004; Fletcher et al., 2009) and decreases of
motor activity with increases in serotonin (see Homburg, 2012 for review). As well as reports by
Sanders et al. (2007) and Nonkes et al. (2014) of normal PIT and incentive salience processes in
rats treated with 10 mg/Kg of fluoxetine or serotonin reuptake transporter knockout genotype.
Furthermore, Homberg (2012) has argued for an informational arousal model of serotonin
function in which increases in serotonin concentrations promote increased vigilance and greater
goal directed behavior.
Within the behavioral task of experiment two, this model would argue for a reduction in
response rates while still preserving an elevation in responding for cued trials. While the results
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of experiment two only confirm a reduction in response rates, the overall decrease in responding
to cue and un-cued trials could be indicative of a fluoxetine by extinction interaction. In fact,
Berringer (1984) demonstrated a greater attenuation of responding on an extinction schedule
after injection of 5 mg/kg of fluoxetine. Furthermore, increases in serotonin (Homberg, 2012),
and fluoxetine treatment specifically (Brigman et al., 2009), have been generally associated with
improved reversal learning. Combined together, the improved reversal learning and attenuated
responding under extinction by fluoxetine are indicative of serotonin pathways in inhibiting
responding to stimuli that no longer predict reward. As such, fluoxetine may have made the rats
more sensitive to the omission of reinforcement and as such produced a general decrease in
responding irrespective of the presence of the conditioned cue. In either case, the important
takeaway is that serotonin, and fluoxetine in particular appear to alter the responding to the
functional R-O relationship within the utilized peak procedure and other operant tasks through
action on a motor pathway as argued by Eisenreich & Szalda-Petree (2015). Future studies
should focus on teasing apart the specific pathway through which serotonin exerts this effect.
General Discussion
Incentive Cues and Models of Timing
Over the years a variety of models have been put forth to explain how organisms encode
and use time to direct responding. Mainly models of time must explain three fundamental
questions: 1) how time is encoded, 2) how time is utilized to direct responding, 3) what factors
impact time encoding and utilization. With respect to FI and peak interval procedure responding,
the functional model presented here in and the results of the experiments along with a growing
body of literature provide some basic facts in regards to questions 2 and 3 that any model of
timing behavior must account for.
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In particular, there is strong evidence that reinforcement rates between the stimuli to be
timed impact the centering of responding, with the stimulus having the greater reinforcement
density exerting the greatest control over the timing of when to respond (Matell and Kurti, 2014;
Swanton and Matell, 2011; Kaiser, 2008, 2009; present experiments). In addition to this, the
results of the present set of experiments along with the reports by (Kirkpatrick, 2014; Galtress
and Kirkpatrick, 2009; Ludvig et al., 2007) provide further evidence that the incentive salience
of the reward stimulus utilized within the timing task does impact overall intensity of responding
and may serve to alter the utilization of time cues. Applied within the functional model these
facts indicate that timing models must be able to explain the acquisition and utilization of S-O
temporal relationships, there integration into O-R R-O relationships to control the centering of
responding, and the role of incentive transfer between the S-O in activating the O-R R-O chain.
What follows is an application of these facts to three commonly utilized timing models.
Scalar Expectancy theory

Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET), developed by Gibbon and

Church (1984), is perhaps one of the more widely cited and utilized theories in explanations of
timing behavior. At its heart SET posits clock mechanism that is governed by a pacemaker that
sends beats to an accumulator upon the onset of the time stimulus. With the presentation of
reinforcement the accumulated beats are deposited into a memory. Responding to the time
stimulus is governed within SET by a comparator process that takes a random sample from the
memory store of previously accumulated beats and compares this to the current number of beats
in the accumulator. If according to a response rule the current number of beats is similar to the
sampled memory value responding will occur and past a second threshold value responding will
stop. In the terms of the functional model, SET captures S-O relationships within the pacemakeraccumulator to memory store process, and R-O relationships within the comparator process, but
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does not make any explicit predictions regarding how incentive changes in the S-O O-R
relationship could impact timing. Thus, incentive impacts on timing behavior under SET could
be governed by changes in the pacemaker-accumulator-memory store process, or through
changes in the response rule.
With respect to the contention that differential reinforcement probabilities control the
timing of responding, SET readily handles this as a time stimulus with greater reinforcement
occurrence would have a greater proportion of samples in the memory store, assuming a unitary
memory store for all stimuli. In regards to the effect of incentive cues two possibilities arise,
either the response rule is changed or the pacemaker frequency is altered. Changes in the
response rule would produce shifts in when the initiation of responding began, mainly lowering
the ratio of accumulated beats to sampled beats would produce an earlier shift in responding
while an increase would produce a later shift in responding. Additionally as the response rule is
thought to control the cessation of responding alterations in either process (starting or stopping
responding) would result in an alteration in the spread of responding. With respect to the
pacemaker explanation, the increased rate of responding due to the presentations of incentive
cues or alterations of incentive values would be accomplished by an increased frequency of
beats. This would lead to earlier responding as the comparator process would hit the decision
rule to respond earlier than the previously trained values, but it would also trigger a change in the
memory store of beats if reinforcement was delivered. The practical result of this latter point is
that in experiments where incentive values were increased and thus acceleration of the
pacemaker occurred, subsequent shifts back to the original incentive value and thus a return to
normal pacemaker rate would result in a strong rightward shift of later responding to the time
stimulus due to the change in memory store sample values.
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Overall the behavioral data amassed on how incentive cues impact timing behavior under
SET provide no clear answer as to whether the noted changes in response patterns and rates are
due to alterations in response rules or pacemaker frequency. The findings by Kirkpatrick and
Ludwig of leftward shifts in timing through increase in reward magnitudes suggest an alteration
in pacemaker frequency, especially Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2009) which demonstrated the
predicted rightward shift as incentive value was decreased after reinforced experience with the
higher valued reinforcer. However, the results of the present set of experiments do not fit with
this explanation as there was no noted change in the overall timing of responding, simply
changes in response rates that are better captured by a response rule shift in the comparator
process. That being said, it should be noted that contrary to (Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2009;
Ludvig et al., 2011) subjects were tested under extinction and thus a shift in the pacemaker rate
would not alter the memory store due to the non-delivery of reinforcement and the dumping of
the accelerated beat sample into the memory store. In addition to this, the studies by Galtess and
Kirkpatrick (2014) and Ludvig et al. (2011) utilized incentive shifts in reward magnitudes as
opposed to the addition of a conditioned incentive cue. As such it is possible that the lack of
equal S-O pairings for the conditioned incentive cue combined with the use of extinction
produced the differing results, and future studies are needed to further examine these factors in
relation to SET.
Learning to Time Model

The Learning to Time model (LeT), developed by Macchado

(1998, 2009), is another commonly invoked alternative to SET. Like SET, the LeT model posits
a pacemaker type process, however instead of sending beats to an accumulator, in LeT the
pacemaker serves to activate successive behavioral states. These behavioral states are
conceptualized as relating to adjunctive behaviors or other possible internal changes, however
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there exact specification has yet to be determined. As time progresses the cascade of behavioral
states changes and associative links are formed between the states up until the time of
reinforcement. With greater exposure to reinforcement at a set time, the association between
behavioral states and the connecting link is strengthened for those states active at the point of
reinforcement and lessened for states further away. Thus, in the LeT model the time tracking
process is the current activated behavioral state and the process determining the rate of response
is the associative link between the state and reinforcement history.
Applied to the role of reinforcement densities in controlling the timing of responding, the
LeT model readily accounts for this. Indeed the central process that drives the time tracking
process is the associative link between the behavioral state and the occurrence of reinforcement.
Thus, a greater number of reinforcers at time T1 vs T3 will produce a centering of responding
around the point of T1. In regards to the role of incentive cues and motivational changes, it is not
entirely clear how they would impact behavior under the LeT model. Galtress, Marshall &
Kirkpatrick (2012) have argued that reinforcement magnitude shifts may alter the rate of change
between the behavioral states. The practical effect of this change under the LeT model would be
a decoupling of real time from experienced time as the model specifies the rate of behavioral
state changes as the time keeping process. While this would produce an earlier pattern of
responding with increases in reinforcement magnitude, the effect would only be transient as the
decoupling of real time from experienced time would produce a shift in the reinforcement
density towards previously unreinforced later occurring behavioral states. Along a similar vein,
the presentation of incentive cues should serve to activate a similar change in the rate of
behavioral state change, as they are part of a similar incentive salience process, and as such result
in earlier leftward shifts in rates of responding.
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As with SET, the findings of Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2009) and Ludwig et al. (2011)
can be conceptualized within the LeT model and fit with the prediction of a decoupling between
real and experienced time due to an increase rate in the change of behavioral states. However, the
findings from the present experiment do not fit well within the LeT model. For one, the
preservation of the temporal patterning of behavior and elevated rates of responding fit well with
a two process time and response intensity account, which the LeT model cannot accommodate.
Secondly, even if the addition of the conditioned incentive cue is conceptualized as not changing
the rate of behavioral state activation, as has been argued, it is still unclear how the cue would
function to produce the elevated rates of responding. One could specify that the incentive cue
served to activate more associative links between the behavioral state and a global level of
reinforcement; however this would still specify a change in the centering of responding unless all
states were elevated equally. Thus in comparison to SET, the LeT model is able to better capture
incentive changes with respect to reward magnitude processes but does not adequately explain
the role of incentive cues in elevating response rates.
Multiple Time Scales Contrary to SET and the LeT model, the multiple time scales (MTS)
model developed by Staddon and Higa (1999) is a pace maker free model. Instead of proposing a
clock mechanism, the MTS model argues for an encoding and usage of time cues as a process of
short term memory decay. The central assumptions of MTS are as follows: 1) memory strength is
encoded via a leaky integrator process such that greater frequency of stimulus presentations
produce stronger memory strengths than less frequent presentations, 2) memory strength decays
according to a log function and follows Jost’s Law such that an older memory at the same
strength as a newer memory will decay slower than the newer memory, and 3) the usage of time
in controlling behavior is the resultant of a comparison process that examines the memory
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strengths for remembered time and current time. Applied within the peak procedure this model
argues that during initial training the presentations of S and O build up strength in short term
memory according to the frequency of occurrence. Within an individual trial the presentation of
the S triggers a memory representation which is then compared to the remembered O
representation such that responding occurs when the difference in decay strengths passes a
certain threshold. Thus like SET, the MTS model contains within it a process for the encoding
and usage of time and a second process for the control of response patterning by the time
process.
Within the functional model, the MTS model explains the notion of S-O pairings
controlling the temporal patterning of responding through the differential encoding of the
frequencies of the inter-stimulus intervals in relation to each other. Applied to the noted effects
of reinforcement densities, the MTS model predicts similar effects of greater reinforcement
densities exerting stronger control on the temporal patterning of behavior as reinforcement
densities correspond to the frequency of stimulus presentations. In addressing the role of
incentive cues the MTS model is not explicitly clear, however due to the two processes involved
in timing and responding a similar account to SET is likely. Staddon and Higa (1999) stated
originally that reinforcement magnitude effects would serve to increase the memory strength
with greater magnitudes. As the model posits a decay function of the memory strength as both
the timing process and the crossing of a threshold as the response rule this would have two
effects. First a shift to larger magnitude reinforcers would result in a longer pause to responding
due to the heightened memory strength taking longer to decay to the threshold. This would
manifest as a rightward later shift in responding when shifted to a larger reinforcer which is
contrary to the results of Galtress and Kirkpatrick (2009) and Ludwig et al. (2011). Alternatively,
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reinforcement magnitude shifts could also shift the response threshold such that increases raise
the threshold while decreases lower the threshold. Within the MTS model this would produce the
noted shifts of responding earlier for magnitude increases and later for decreases in magnitude as
the decay function crossing the threshold serves as the response rule.
With respect to the role of incentive cues in elevating response rates, the MTS model is
not explicitly equipped to handle the findings from the present set of experiments without
additional assumptions. For one, alterations of either the threshold level for responding or the
overall memory strength would produce changes in the temporal patterning of responses that are
inconsistent with the conserved pattern of responding observed throughout the present
experiment. This could be accounted for by arguing that the incentive salience cue served to
increase both memory strength and the response threshold such that the temporal patterning was
preserved but the overall activation of responding was increased. However, this requires an
assumption of a third process that controls the overall vigor of responding that is impacted by
memory strength. On one hand an intensity of response process controlled by memory strength
seems plausible in light of standard associationist accounts of stimulus control; however more
research is needed to fully outline this process.
Conclusion
Overall the results of the present experiment add to a growing body of reports that
indicate, contrary to Robert’s (1981) conclusion, that motivation and timing are not independent
processes that models of timing can ignore. Instead future efforts into how time is utilized in
controlling responding need to accommodate the influence of incentive cues and saliency
changes on how temporal relations are encoded and utilized. With respect to the three common
models of timing (SET, LeT, and MTS) each of them fails to capture how incentive cues alter
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responding in time tasks without some form of modification. Of importance for future endeavors
into timing will be how the numbers of S-O temporal pairings serve to alter the centering of
responding and whether the number of pairings follows discrimination gradient similar to
weber’s law, as well as the role of extinction in illuminating the PIT effects in timing tasks.
Currently, only SET and the MTS are equipped for handling how S-O temporal pairings serve to
impact the centering of responding, while LeT is best equipped for explanations of extinction
effects on response functions. Thus, future examinations along these two domains will help to
refine and differentiate between current timing models and their validity.
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